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Abstract. Recently in Japan, streetscapes have been changing by repeated deregulations
and redevelopments. In this paper, the desirable building forms and facades in Nihonbashi
is examined through experiments using the VR system. Firstly the changes of impression
in three streetscapes whose buildings forms and height are different are investigated.
Secondly, the difference in impression of facades in the cases they are seen in streetscapes
or seen individually is examined. Thirdly analysing the correlation of physical components
and unique facades, the relation between attractiveness of streetscape and building forms
and facades is clarified. From these results, way of design to create lively, emotional and
unique streetscape in Nihonbashi is suggested.
Keywords. super high-rise building, fa ade, redevelopment, streetscapes, Nihonbashi,
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1. Introduction
Japanese urban streetscapes have been changing by frequent deregulations and redevelopments.
However, in most cases, there are no guidelines in creating rich streetscapes, and Nihonbashi
Central Street that traditional buildings create an impressive streetscape, Tokyo is not an
exception.
Nihonbashi Central Street was deregulated in 2000, and construction of huge buildings
which exceed the original limitation of 56m became possible. How the streetscape in Nihonbashi
will change by deregulation has become one big problem. Another very important problem is
how historical facades and newly designed facades should coexist. Newly designed fa ade is
increasing in Nihonbashi by deregulations. It is now a task of convert the current streetscape
to new Nihonbashi streetscape while keeping it unique. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify
what aspects of facades make impacts on the streetscape.
Studies to systematise various streetscapes by the impression evaluation experiment of
street space are reported by a series of paper by Funakoshi and Tsumita. Funakoshi and Tsumita
analysed the psychological evaluation about various streets by questionnaire examination
that uses Semantic Differential Method (SD Method) and factor analysis. Moreover, Funakoshi
and Tsumita(1983) decomposed the street into physical components and analysed their quantity.
Furthermore, Tsumita(2002) studied the structure of streetscape and the feature of the street
through analysing the psychological influences that the physical elements of the street give to
the street evaluation. These studies aimed to classify the features of each street and to clarify
the evaluation structure.
On the other hand, evaluation experiments of the street space which use Virtual Reality
(VR) or 3DCG have been reported. Matsumoto(1989) examined the effectiveness of a
simulation system with CCD camera set in model space.
Onohara and Kishimoto(2004) proposed a VR system with a combination of Head Mounted
Display (HMD) with three-axes gyro sensor device. Moreover, Koizumi and Kishimoto(2007)
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applied this VR system in Ginza Central Street, and analysed the influence which the buildings
heights and facades give to the impression of streetscape. This study is a sequel of these
studies.
This study aims at clarifying the elements which changes the impression of Nihonbashi
streetscape, and finding out the fa ade components which is preferable as Nihonbashi-like
streetscape. These were clarified by two examinations using Virtual Reality (VR). The VR
buildings and streets of the three models were created by making 3D CAD data based on the
Geographical Information System data, and mapping the photograph of each fa ade to all the
volumes. As a display device, we used a handy VR system which combines HMD with a
three-axis gyro sensor.
2. Study Method
2.1. VR SYSTEM AND MAKING OF 3DCAD DATA

The VR image was projected onto displays, one for each eye. The images were projected on
each display differs slightly according to the added Japanese standard parallax, 6cm. This
enabled the examinees to see the images three-dimensionally. At the same time, the rotation
of the head was transmitted to the workstation with the three-axis gyro sensor. Synchronizing
in the direction of examinee’s head, the VR image in the direction of the head was displayed.
Virtual street data was created on 3DCAD, by using two-dimensional digital map data and
creating columns in the height of actual buildings using the building’s footprints on the map.
Building photos taken in Nihonbashi were trimmed and mapped on the created threedimensional columns. Finally, arranging people, cars, streetlights, and signs appropriately
around the buildings, the street space was completed.
The virtual street space data was taken into the VR system, and the system is set so that the
transformation of viewpoint (walk through) is automatically done. The surrounding sound
which was recorded in Nihonbashi was played in the experiment. By the walk through of the
VR system and looking around in it, examinees could experience the street space in a condition
that is much closer to reality.
We made three virtual street space models whose building forms were different to compare
the difference in the environment of these streetscapes.
The virtual street models are as follows:
1) The current model (2006/05/30)
2) The 56m model: most buildings are adjusted to 56 meters.
3) The high-rise setback model: some buildings are rising greatly with its surface retreating
from the medium rise to the top.
2.2. EXPERIMENT METHOD

Examinees experienced the virtual street space with HMD as an impression evaluation
experiment. Route of the walking through is shown in Figure 1 by the arrow. The flow of
the experiment was set as follows.
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Figure 1. Route of the Walk Through

Step 1: Examinees experience the current model.
Step 2: Examinees evaluate the current model by answering a questionnaire.
Step 3: From the presented picture of the elevation of buildings (Figure 1), examinees
pick out the building facades which they thought were impressive, Nihonbashilike, or unfavorable by Indication Method.
Step 4: Projecting each building facade image to a large screen, examinees evaluate
each fa ade which they picked up in Step 3 by answering another questionnaire.
Step 5: Examinees experience the 56m model.
Step 6: Examinees evaluate the 56m model by answering a questionnaire.
Step 7: Examinees experience the high-rise setback model.
Step 8: Examinees evaluate the high-rise setback model by answering a questionnaire
Here, examinees were thirty Keio University students. A questionnaire which was used in
Step 2, 6, and 8 was sixteen adjective-pairs about the impression of the street using SD Method.
Similarly, a questionnaire which was used in Step 4 was eighteen adjective-pairs about the
impression of the individual fa ade using SD Method.
2.3. ANALYSIS METHOD

From the results of the experiment, three analyses are done.
In analysis A, the change of impressions caused by different form control regulations was
analysed comparing the three street models. The form control that seems better in Nihonbashi
was examined. In order to do so, impression of each model by factor analysis of evaluation
experiment results was analysed (from step 2, 6 and 8).
In analysis B, unique facades in Nihonbashi were analysed. Evaluation examination result
which examinees evaluated the impression of the individual facade was analysed by factor
analysis (from step 3 and 4). Moreover, the correlation between impression of the facades
which was seen in street and impression of the facade which was seen individually was analysed
by canonical correlation analysis. Criterion variables were the number of buildings times
being picked out (from step 3) by the thirty examinees as “impressive,” “Nihonbashi-like,” or
“unfavorable,” and explanatory variables were the factor score averages of each facade (from
step 4) clarified by the factor analysis.
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In analysis C, the impression of the street by physical components of the facade was investigated,
and the factors on the design elements of building facade which make the streetscape more
impressive and unique were analysed. Physical components of facade which picked out were
silhouette, texture, colour, and others, and they were further divided into several aspects.
Silhouette of facade were divided into aspect ratio, height, width, and form. Texture were
divided lattice, glass, wood, and concrete. Colour of facade were divided gray, yellow, blue,
red, black, and white. Finally, signboards, decorations, and division of facades were categorised
into others. The correlation between the physical components of the facade and the impression
of the fa ade (from step 3, 4) was analysed by the canonical correlation analysis, and the
influence each component gives to the impression of the fa ade was clarified.
3. Analysis of Impression Change in Streetscape by Difference of Form Control (Analysis
A)
As a result of Analysis A, sixteen adjective-pairs were classified into five factors. The common
factor of adjective-pairs was named in each group. (Table 1)
Adjective-pairs which had a strong relation with Factor 1 were “ConspicuousInconspicuous,” “Showy-Plain,” “Characteristic-Common,” “Prosperous-Lonesome,”
“Complex-Simple,” “Entertaining-Not Entertaining,” and “Bold-Delicate.” The common factor
name was decided as “Liveliness” in streetscape. Adjective-pairs which had strong relation
with Factor 2 were “Light-Heavy,” “Spacious-Oppressive,” “Bright-Dark,” and “Open-Close.”
Therefore, the common factor name was decided as “Openness” in streetscape. Similarly, we
decided third common factor name as “Emotionality,” fourth factor name as “Orderliness,”
and fifth factor name as “Beauty.”
TABLE 1. Factor loading matrix of impression on street
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Figure 2. Change in factor score average by difference of height control.

Figure 2 shows the factor score averages of the three street models.
According to the factor score averages, the characteristics of the current Nihonbashi
streetscape are Emotionality and Beauty. It can be said that Emotionality and Beauty are
important factors in Nihonbashi.
When looking at the 56m model, factor score of the Orderliness increases but points decrease
in other factors. Here, it can be said that straight and unnatural skyline is unfavorable in
Nihonbashi streetscape.
In the high-rise setback model, Liveliness increases greatly but Emotionality decreases
remarkably. Openness, Orderliness, and Beauty do not change, although buildings became
considerably larger than the current model. Therefore, it can be said that building surface
retreating from the middle layer is effective in upkeeping the points of the three factors.
By comparing the three models, it can be said that the issue of Nihonbashi streetscape is to
find a way to create liveliness without reducing emotionality.
4. Impression of facade
4.1. ANALYSIS OF THE UNIQUE FACADES IN NIHONBASHI (ANALYSIS B)

As a result of Analysis B, Eighteen adjective-pairs were classified into four factors by the
factor analysis. The common factor of adjective-pairs was named in each group. (Table 2)
Adjective-pairs which had a strong relation with Factor 1 were “Beautiful-Not beautiful,”
“Luxury-Cheap,” “Tasteful-Tasteless,” “Heavy-Light,” and “Complex-Simple.” The common
factor name was decided as “Emotionality” in streetscape. Adjective-pairs which had a strong
relation with Factor 2 were “Conspicuous-Inconspicuous,” “Impressive- unimpressive,”
“Characteristic-Common,” “Showy-Plain,” and “Bold-Delicate.” The common factor name
was decided as “Impressiveness” in streetscape. Similarly, we decided third common factor
name as “Liveliness,” and fourth factor name as “Transparency.”
These results and the number of buildings picked out were analysed by canonical correlation
analysis.
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Table 2. Factor loading matrix of impression on facades
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Figure 3. Correlation of impression on facades

Figure 3 shows the result of the canonical correlation analysis.
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According to the result, impressive facades were rich in Emotionality and Impressiveness
in Nihonbashi. Similarly, Nihonbashi-like facades similarly are rich in Emotionality and
Impressiveness. Both of them lack in Liveliness and Transparency. Conversely, unfavorable
facades lack in Emotionality and Impressiveness, and are rich in Liveliness and Transparency.
Furthermore, comparing the correlation coefficient of the impressive facades, the
Emotionality value was higher than the Impressive value. Therefore, it can be said that buildings
with high Emotionality can be impressive in Nihonbashi streetscape, although it may not be
impressive when seen individually.
Nihonbashi-like facades and unfavorable facades have opposite tendency. Therefore, it
can be said that non Nihonbashi-like facades are unfavorable in Nihonbashi. In Nihonbashi,
facades that are low at Emotionality and Impressiveness are not suitable.
4.2. ANALYSIS OF INFLUENCE THAT PHYSICAL COMPONENTS GIVE TO IMPRESSION OF
FACADES (ANALYSIS C)

As a result of Analysis C, first, the influence which the physical components give to the
impression of facade of buildings in Nihonbashi streetscape is analysed. Criterion variables
were the number of buildings picked out by the thirty examinees, and explanatory variables
were physical components of facades.
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Figure 4.Correlation between physical components and impression (on street)

Figure 4 shows relations between physical components and evaluation of facades in
Nihonbashi streetscape.
According to Figure 4, impressive facades in Nihonbashi were high, wide frontage, not
rectangular, mainly made of lattice and concrete, mainly white, decorative, and with no
signboards. Similarly Nihonbashi-like facades were wide frontage, low aspect ratio, not
rectangular, mainly made of concrete, mainly white, not mainly yellow, decorative, and have
detailed surface. Finally, unfavorable facades were narrow frontage, high aspect ratio,
rectangular, mainly yellow, less decoration, and have rough surface with many signboards.
Secondly, the influence which the physical components give to the evaluation of individual
fa ade is analysed. The factor score averages of each facade in Analysis B are set as criterion
variables. Also physical components of facades are set as explanatory variables.
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Figure 5.Correlation between physical components and impression (on each facade)

Figure 5 shows relations between physical components and evaluation of individual facade.
According to Figure 5, emotional facades were wide frontage, not rectangular, and
decorative. Impressive facades were not rectangular, and decorative. Lively facades were
low, low aspect ratio, not mainly made of lattice and glass, mainly yellow, and have rough
surface with many signboards. Finally transparent facades were high, high aspect ratio, mainly
made of glass, and mainly blue and yellow.
By the two analyses above, it can be said that the facades which are wide, not rectangular,
decorative, and have detailed surface with no signboards are suitable in Nihonbashi. On the
other hand, the facades which are narrow, high aspect ratio, less decoration, and have rough
surface with many signboards are not suitable in Nihonbashi.
5. Conclusions
From the three analysis results, we clarified important knowledge to form Nihnobashi-like
unique streetscape as follows.
By analysis A, it can be said that the current Nihonbashi streetscape is rich in Emotionality
and Beauty, but lack in Liveliness and Orderliness. On the other hand, straight and unnatural
skyline is unfavorable in Nihonbashi streetscape. Furthermore, building surface retreating
from the middle layer is effective to create Liveliness without reducing Openness. Finally,
the issue of Nihonbashi streetscape is to find a way to create liveliness without reducing
emotionality.
By analysis B, it can be said that impressive facades and Nihonbashi-like facades are rich
in Emotionality and Impressiveness. Furthermore, buildings with high Emotionality can be
impressive in Nihonbashi streetscape, although it may not be impressive when seen individually.
Finally, in Nihonbashi, facades that are low at Emotionality and Impressiveness are not suitable.
By analysis C, it can be said that the facades which are wide, not rectangular, decorative,
and have detailed surface with no signboards are suitable in Nihonbashi. On the other hand,
the facades which are narrow, high aspect ratio, less decoration, and have rough surface with
many signboards are not suitable in Nihonbashi.
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